**Payment must be received by the classified closing date.**

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, & AMERICAN EXPRESS.

**For Advertising Information, Contact Brian Olesinski:** 800-669-1668 ext. 3757 or 216-706-3757; Fax 216-706-3712, Email bolesinski@questex.com
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**Work Smarter**

Ask for our underground syringing system

800-444-3134 www.reelcraft.com

---

**FOR SALE**

**I REELCRAFT**

www.mulchrenew.com 610-584-5603

---

**Golfdom's JOKE of the Month**

---

**TOP 5 LAWS OF GOLF**

**LAW 1:** No matter how bad your last shot was, the worst is yet to come. This law does not expire on the 18th hole, since it has the supernatural tendency to extend over the course of a tournament, a summer and, eventually, a lifetime.

**LAW 2:** Your worst round of golf ever will almost immediately follow your best round ever.

**LAW 3:** Brand new golf balls are water-magnetic. Though this cannot be proven in the lab, it's a known fact that the more expensive the golf ball, the greater its attraction to water.

**LAW 4:** Golf balls never bounce off of trees back into play. If one does, the tree is breaking a law of the universe and should be cut down.

**LAW 5:** No matter what causes a golfer to muff a shot, all his playing partners must solemnly chant, “You looked up,” or invoke the wrath of the universe.
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**LAWNSCAPERS, Plan for your 2007 workers now!**

Want legal, reliable workers on the job every day? Bring them from Mexico (and other countries) with H2B visas. We do all the paperwork. We can select great workers, too!! We care about your success and lead the way in FAST, FRIENDLY, AFFORDABLE service. Please call me now since there will be a limited supply of H2B visas in 2007.

FREE information & booklet. USAMEX Ltd. (501) 724 8844 DavidDonaldson@USAMEX.ORG

---

**Golfdom**

www.golfdom.com Golfdom 121